MARCH 12th 2020, ONE WILPF CALL - TEXT PAD/screen sharing.

AGENDA:
1- WELCOME
2- ANNOUNCEMENTS
   Earth Democracy, W$D, Cuba Committee, Poor Peoples Campaign, DISARM
3- SPEAKERS Marylia Kelley & Jackie Cabasso + Q&A
4- MEMBER FORUM - 2020 SOLIDARITY ACTION PLANNING
5- ADJOURN
6- SOAPBOX

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Earth Democracy: www.MilitaryPoisons.org
W$D: Public Access Radio Program HOW WE PAY FOR THE WORLD WE WANT.
Archive.wortfm.org – Look for THE ACCESS HOUR (listed at 7pm March 9th)
Mary Sanderson, Madison WI WILPF mhsanderson@hotmail.com
Recording available till March 23rd. Program begins at 1min 57 sec. (1.57)
Cuba & Bolivarian Alliance Committee: Cindy Domingo cindydomingo@gmail.com
Poor People’s Campaign: June 20, 2020 MARCH IN DC wilpf4ppc@gmail.com
DISARM: Send petitions to Ellen. Address at bottom of petitions.

Jackie Cabasso of Mayors for Peace & Western States Legal Foundation.

Member Forum: SOLIDARITY PLANNING
100th Anniversary of Suffrage - HOOD FEMINISM book by Mikki Kendall

Suggested theme: 100 Years of Women Voting
NONE OF US ARE EQUAL UNTIL ALL OF US ARE EQUAL

Next ONE WILPF Call - April 9th in time for Earth Day:
Osprey Orielle Lake of Women’s Earth & Climate Network. www.wecaninternational.org